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devotion. The third article sets forth the Chinese theory of
kingship, and the fourth the complementary view of the
duties of the governed. Li—decorum—is the key-word.
Then come warnings against the temptations which beset
officials: gluttony, venality, flattery, nepotism, idleness, bad
faith, bad temper, pride, laxity, extortion—these are at-
tacked, and their opposite virtues enjoined. For the rest
officials are reminded that they are not necessarily right nor
others wrong; that they should consult one another, and
that they are only to exact forced labour at certain seasons.
'Hidden within these apparently harmless exhortations
. . „ is a new view of the state ... a centralized state in
which the ultimate power resides in the Emperor, and is
exercised through his functionaries/1
These articles reveal Shotoku as a shrewd ruler as well
as a wise synthetist. But the lot of the peasantry was still
hard, and even his own special creation—the College of
Horiuji—was built like its successors at great cost to the
masses, and for centuries to come owned large bodies
of slaves. This is but one of his ambitious foundations
which aimed at spreading the gospel of Buddhism, and of
epitomizing its culture. That or Shi-tenno-ji—the Four
Heavenly Guardians—can still be traced in the great
industrial city of Osaka on the Inland Sea. It was at once
a temple, an orphanage, an art-school, and a hostelry for
the stranger and the aged.
But the genius of Shotoku is best seen in Horiuji, which
after thirteen centuries stands serene and perfect in its
setting of low hills and dark trees—the most venerable
wooden building in existence. As one enters by a tiled
gateway, guarded by the grim figures of armed titans,
and finds oneself in a sanded courtyard, one gets a strong
and vivid impression of an immemorial peace. Here are
the exquisite little gardens and villas of abbot and teachers,
and beyond rises the Kondo, or Golden Hall, with its mas-
. sive Korean roof and its low wooden pillars, silver-grey
with age. This and the storied pagoda remain to tefl us
1 Sansom, Japan, p. 72.

